Disaster Recovery
as a service
can you afford to lose everything?
As businesses operate with increased reliance on information technology systems, the need to
protect those systems from disaster is crucial. The reason for loss could be as catastrophic as fire,
flood and storm or theft; or as simple as no one regularly testing that the backup was working.
Businesses have been known to completely fail after experiencing a major loss of information.
Without a good recovery plan a disaster will expose your organisation to serious risks including:
> Permanent loss of critical business data.
> Inability to trade and subsequent loss of revenue.
> Damage to client and supplier relationships.

it’s simply not worth the risk
It’s a familiar scenario: an organisation loses its entire file system with disastrous effects.
Productivity and revenue are lost, and minutes seem like hours as attempts to recover vital business
information are made.

“Knowing the team at OAS are performing our Offsite Backups
and have a verified Disaster Recovery Testing process, means that my staff
can focus running our business rather than running our IT.”
- David Chapman, Chapman Property
visit us at www.oas.com.au
and www.mindercloud.com.au

Features
Offsite for Better Protection
In the case of physical disaster - like fire or flood
- offsite storage is a firm assurance that your
data will be recovered.

Complete Imaging
Our high capacity Minder Secure Cloud Data
Centre can accommodate your data regardless
of whether your business is small or very large.

Secure and Automatic
We take the manual element out of your backup
with a secure, automated process; saving you
work and worry.

Scheduling Testing
We monitor the health of your system by carrying
out a thorough restoration test every 4 months.

Up to date System Restoration
Your system is fully backed up offsite every
24 hours and incremental snapshots are also
taken onsite throughout the day, ensuring an up to
date restore when needed.

Disasters cost time and money,
at oas we can get you back on
track quickly and easily with our
disaster recovery service.

how does it work?

OAS Disaster Recovery as a Service takes the risk out of onsite backups by providing a reliable
automated, offsite service in our Minder Secure Cloud Data Centre, located in Newcastle.
Using an encrypted tunnel via your existing internet connection, we take a
mirror image of your system each day. When disaster strikes, you can be
confident that we’ll recover your entire system quickly and easily.

preventing a disaster is easy!
For peace of mind call us on 02 4940 1800 or email us
at itsales@oas.com.au

visit us at www.oas.com.au
and www.mindercloud.com.au

